
A Nuanced Macroeconomic Approach to Inves�ng 

[The crunching and evalua�ng of sta�s�cs can lead to vastly different outcomes depending on one’s mindset, approach, 
or biases coming into the equa�on. When the equa�on is determining the health and direc�on of the economy, the task 
encompasses a great deal of complexity, ambiguity, and noise to shi� through. Learning how asset managers dis�ll 
economic data into informed courses of ac�on is an important topic for investors to be aware of.  

When the economy and markets are clearly surging, defensive investment strategies may not be popular but when we 
are in the inevitable cyclical or disrup�ve periods of uncertainty or at inflec�on points of change, it may be prudent to 
diversify into more risk managed strategies that focus on the macroeconomic forces that drive the everchanging 
dynamics of the markets. 

To learn more about macro inves�ng, we reached out to Bryan Novak, CEO of Astor Investment Management – a 
Chicago-based investment advisor focused on tac�cal macroeconomics-based asset alloca�on – that constructs risk-
managed por�olios across separately managed accounts, mutual funds, and model delivery arrangements, including 
their flagship Astor Dynamic Alloca�on Strategy and their Astor Ac�ve Income Strategy. Astor gathers and assesses 
economic data for a comprehensive view of the rela�ve strength or weakness of the U.S. economy and to generate a 
singular proprietary economic indicator - The Astor Economic Index® – which provides a roadmap for market exposure. 
We asked them ques�ons to beter understand how they keep their finger on the pulse of the economy and translate 
economic informa�on into inves�ng insights.] 

 

Hortz: How did you arrive at your decision to focus your investment strategy on a purely top-down tactical 
macroeconomic approach? Can you share what informed and led you to this investment methodology? 

Novak: The decision to focus on a top-down macroeconomic approach is based on the observa�on that macroeconomics 
mater most for risk aware investors. So, what does this mean? Equity markets are a posi�vely sloped asset class over the 
long haul. But they do experience periods of substan�al underperformance of the long-term average return, and even 
bouts of large drawdowns. Some of these drawdowns approach wealth destroying levels.  

What our research, in building this approach, found was that these large drawdown periods are almost always 
accompanied by weak, deteriora�ng macro-economic condi�ons. And since Astor started this over two decades ago, we 
have con�nued to observe this fact. Our models were built to ascertain trends in the meaningful data points that provide 
a true, measurable direc�on in the macro-economy. 

This approach was validated in real �me by the 2007-2008 Global Financial Crisis, which was a shock to risk assets. Astor 
was well posi�oned, as the crisis had been preceded by a weakening in economic data. The opposite also holds true. 
When the equity markets struggle against a backdrop of stable macro condi�ons, we have found that these tend to 
resolve much easier.  

The decision of what por�on of your por�olio to have in equi�es or bonds is far more meaningful in a top-down analysis 
than a botom up, stock by stock approach to the average investor, and that decision is highly influenced by the 
macroeconomic outlook. As a result, understanding macroeconomic developments and their relevance for asset 
alloca�on is where we spend our �me.  

Hortz: How would you compare and contrast your macroeconomic investment strategy versus other tactical or macro 
managers? How does your Astor Economic Index further differentiate you?  

Novak: Tac�cal is a par�cular mindset in inves�ng, with a major focus of the approach on risk management. Tac�cal 
inves�ng relies on signals to make adjustments. These either come from market/asset class price movements or from 
fundamental data. Either way, there needs to be some measurables that a.) equate to a discernable trend and b.) have a 
trigger point of adjustment.  

https://astorim.com/
https://astorimfunds.com/dynamic-allocation-fund/
https://astorim.com/strategies/active-income/
https://astorim.com/approach/#economic-index


Our approach varies substan�ally compared to market price influenced tac�cal managers. Markets and the macro 
economy tend to move together over a business cycle, but in the short term there is a lower correla�on. Market-price 
based indicators are suscep�ble to whipsaw impacts from direc�onless or vola�le markets that are noisy. While slower to 
move, macro-based tac�cal strategies are much less suscep�ble to noisy market whipsaw impacts in the short term. 

We are data driven and allow systema�c models to guide our decision making wherever possible. The end result of our 
research process is called the Astor Economic Index® which is our proprietary reading of the U.S. economy and the 
cornerstone of our investment process. Unlike some tac�cal investors whose inves�ng framework may change rapidly, 
we let the data and facts come to us, and apply a rigorous, nuanced, and validated approach.  

Hortz: Can you further explain in more detail your view of “Nowcasting” versus traditional “Forecasting”? How does 
that distinctive perspective inform or guide your analysis of economic data? 

Novak: Forecas�ng recessions is something of a paradox. If, for example, we could predict recessions in advance with any 
reliability, policymakers could act to prevent them, and recessions would never occur. This example illustrates the 
difficulty of forecas�ng economic trends far in advance.   

Instead, we do what is called “nowcas�ng”, which takes the data as we have it today, and aggregate it to form a 
composite picture of the economy right now. Unlike those who are laser focused on specific sectors or factors, like the 
labor market, we believe that this differen�ated approach lets us see the forest, rather than just the trees.  

We monitor and evaluate this data on regular intervals. By con�nuously obtaining these aggregate, composite views, we 
can also evaluate the trend to get an informed perspec�ve on where the economy may be going. 

Hortz: How do you apply your investment methodology to your tactical unconstrained Astor Income Strategy? Do you 
look for or read economic data differently for the fixed-income versus the equity markets? 

Novak: Our approach to fixed-income inves�ng in our income strategy retains the same fundamental beliefs as in equity 
asset alloca�on. Specifically, we think that economic data is the most important north star when choosing a fixed income 
alloca�on.  

We adjust fixed income by using two levers: credit and dura�on.  As the economy strengthens, we seek greater yield in 
lower credit sectors, and seek refuge in government securi�es during worse �mes. As infla�on increases and monetary 
policy �ghtens, we look to shorter dura�on or floa�ng rate exposure, and extend dura�on when the economy so�ens or 
monetary policy looks set to so�en.  

While equi�es tend to get the “press” of tac�cal or asset alloca�on shi�s, the last few years proved meaningful in making 
tac�cal shi�s WITHIN the fixed income asset class as well. Dura�on exposure was probably the #1 influence on fixed 
incomes por�olio returns in 2022-2023. It also had meaningful impacts on balanced asset alloca�on por�olios where 
fixed income makes up a substan�al share. 

Hortz: What does your research and Astor Economic Index say about the equity and bond markets right now in early 
2024? What areas are you focusing on in your asset allocation decisions?  

Novak: Our data con�nued to show that the economy was healthy throughout 2023, a �me during which the broad 
consensus was for an imminent recession and Fed rate cuts. As a result, we entered 2024 with a moderate exposure to 
equi�es and the bulk of our fixed income in short dura�on and high yield credit.   

We believe that the risk-reward of longer dura�on assets is now more balanced than before – that is, we think that 
markets are more accurately pricing Fed policy, and thus long dura�on fixed income is less rich than it has been in the 
past year.  

We see a cooling economy, but with no imminent recession. We con�nue to think that infla�on will come slowly back 
towards target, but with considerable vola�lity. We are highly focused in finding differen�ated sources of income for our 



fixed income alloca�on, as well as spreading risk in our equity alloca�on. Here is our recently published economic update 
for 2024 to share some of our current research and perspec�ves. 

Hortz: What are your thoughts on how financial advisors, RIAs, and institutional asset allocators can employ your 
investment approach in their client portfolios?  

Novak: We suggest that the right way to think about Astor strategies in a por�olio context is the rudder of a ship. The 
core, strategic exposure of the por�olio sets the course or direc�on, but the strategy will adjust the rudder depending on 
the prevailing macro-economic winds. The overall direc�on remains, but the adjustment the Astor strategies can make 
are designed to lessen the impact of adverse market condi�ons related to changes in the macro-cycles. 

Dynamic Alloca�on like ours pairs with a mul�tude of core por�olio exposures. It begins with a balanced risk outlook 
(approximately 55/45 equity/non-equity). The majority of client por�olios fall in the balanced risk to moderate risk 
categories. Star�ng with this outlook, the strategy complements sta�c or strategically posi�oned por�olios in this 
category very well. For higher risk profile clients, the strategy can be a risk-aware tool to pair back equity exposure when 
economic cycles appear to be changing or markets appear richly valued. For low-risk clients, a modest alloca�on to this 
strategy can provide investors with mindful access to market risk that can be reduced should condi�ons warrant. 

Ac�ve Income has historically provided returns in line with core bond exposure (as measured by the Bloomberg U.S. 
Aggregate Bond Index), with lower vola�lity. However, in recent years when adverse moves in interest rates have created 
chaos for fixed income, the strategy was able to substan�ally mi�gate losses and vola�lity caused by excessive dura�on 
risk. The risk and return characteris�cs of the strategy provide it with the ability to be a core complement for por�olios 
allocated predominantly to fixed income, as well as por�olios with balanced alloca�on (equity/fixed income).  

Hortz: Are there any particular issues that your investment strategies can help advisors address right now? 

Novak: With infla�on and interest rate direc�on s�ll up for debate, many investors are looking for guidance and an ac�ve 
eye on the key factors that will determine fixed income returns - dura�on and credit. Ac�ve Income focuses squarely on 
these two factors, having made substan�al adjustments to interest rate exposure over recent years to help manage 
exposure through rising rates. With short rates likely peaking for this cycle, the next move is most likely down. However, 
infla�on remains above the Fed’s target, complica�ng rate cut expecta�ons and the magnitude of these cuts in 2024.  

As to equity market returns and the economy, markets con�nue to print new highs even as the outlook for rates is 
uncertain. There are certainly concentrated segments that have benefited the most, like large cap tech and AI-focused 
plays. While the economy is stable, there have been some perceived signs of so�ening, such as recent labor market data. 
This is directly related to the consumer strength that has no doubt carried the economy. Any poten�al threat to this 
arena has to be taken seriously. Our strategies are squarely focused on the data we think maters to this dynamic, and 
the economy overall. 

 

The Institute for Innovation Development is an educational and business development catalyst for growth-oriented 
financial advisors and financial services firms determined to lead their businesses in an operating environment of 
accelerating business and cultural change. We operate as a business innovation platform and educational resource with 
FinTech and financial services firm members to openly share their unique perspectives and activities. The goal is to build 
awareness and stimulate open thought leadership discussions on new or evolving industry approaches and thinking to 
facilitate next-generation growth, differentiation, and unique client/community engagement strategies. The institute was 
launched with the support and foresight of our founding sponsors — Ultimus Fund Solutions, NASDAQ, FLX Networks, 
TIFIN, Advisorpedia, Pershing, Fidelity, Voya Financial, and Charter Financial Publishing (publisher of Financial 
Advisor and Private Wealth magazines). 

Disclaimer: Nothing contained herein constitutes investment advice or the recommendation of or the offer to sell or the 
solicitation of an offer to buy or invest in any specific investment product or service. Before investing you should carefully 
consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of mutual funds and separate accounts. This and 

https://astorim.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/02/Astor-Economics-in-Focus_Final-version.pdf
https://astorim.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/02/Astor-Economics-in-Focus_Final-version.pdf
http://innovationdevelopment.org/annual-membership


other information are in the prospectus, which can be obtained through https://astorim.com/strategies/. Please read the 
prospectus carefully before you invest. Investing involves risk including the possible loss of principal. 
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